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NNUAL income twenty pounds, annual expenditure
nineteen (pounds), nineteen (shillings) and six
(pence), result happiness. Annual income twenty

pounds, annual expenditure twenty pounds ought six, result
misery.” It has often struck me how fortunate British racing is

that most owners seem not to subscribe to Wilkins Micawber’s

admirably simplistic view of economics as expressed in Charles

Dickens’ classic 19th century novel, David Copperfield.

In ‘A Blueprint for Racehorse Ownership in the UK’, the

authors Ged Shields and John Hughes state that the median

return on investment for owners on the Flat in the UK is 8p in

£1; for every pound spent, owners lose 92p. Yes, lose 92p. And

yet the whole of racing depends on owners buying, keeping and

racing horses.

For many years now, those with the best interests of the

breeding and racing industries at heart have been calling for

drastic action to reverse that damning statistic. We have been

lucky that foreign owners have been attracted into British racing

by the history, tradition and pageantry in what we still refer to as

‘the Sport of Kings’. We have been even luckier that the vast

majority of them have stayed.

Surrender

But that drastic action cannot wait for too much longer. This

month, some leading figures in the sport spoke out, including

Willie Carson and Bjorn Nielsen, the owner of Stradivarius,

about the parlous state of prize-money in British racing. And

Newmarket trainer Ed Vaughan announced his intention to

surrender his licence, just days after landing a Group 2 event at

Newmarket, citing the economics of racing as his reason for

quitting.

It’s hardly surprising. Consider some of these stats affecting

Johnston Racing and its horses in the last few weeks. In July the

yard landed two prestigious races at York and two high-profile

handicaps at Newmarket’s July Festival on successive days. The

combined total prize-money won by Rose of Kildare

(Musidora), Thunderous (Dante), Cape Coast  and Zabeel

Champion was £128,574.50. In the same month, King’s Caper

ran second in the Derby Italiano, a local Group 2 in a country

widely derided for the state of its racing industry in recent years.

The son of New Approach earned £119,322.03 for his run, just

£9,200 less than those four British winners earned altogether for

their wins.

At Royal Ascot, Elarqam finished sixth in the Group 2

Hardwicke Stakes, racing against some of the best horses in the

country; he received no prize-money for his efforts. At Hamburg

on July 12, Markus Graff’s Lord of the Alps finished sixth of 13

in a Conditions race, earning £1,694 in the process.

As I write this column, Striding Edge has just given the yard

its 93rd British winner of the year. When Mind The Crack

landed winner 93 last year, total British prize-money earned to

that date was £1,798,900 (to the nearest £100). The equivalent

figure for 2020 is £1,197,000.

Now some will argue that it’s unfair to slate British prize-

money in this year which has been blighted by the coronavirus

pandemic. Racecourses are having to race largely behind closed

doors, and are missing the income associated with paying

customers and hospitality.

If they are honest, they must accept that this is only part of the

problem. The funding model for the sport in Britain doesn’t

work and can never work properly while racecourses fail to

disclose the amount of income they derive from the sale of

media rights, an important factor in determining what courses

are prepared to pay towards prize-money by way of ‘executive

contributions’.

T was heartening to see the Racing Post’s Lee Mottershead

appear on ITV Racing during the month, urging racecourses

to offer more transparency in this respect. He feels that it would

also be in racecourses’ interests to fully disclose, arguing that

racing’s wider stakeholders would gain an appreciation of what

the courses do in the general interests of the sport. 

An injection of funds from the Levy Board has allowed a

compromise to be reached on prize-money levels for the fixture

list for the fourth quarter of the year; the battle has, arguably,

been postponed. But heed the words of Messrs Carson, Nielsen

and Vaughan, and let’s hope Britain’s racehorse owners don’t

turn to Micawberism as the wider economic effects of the

pandemic kick in.

Off the bridle
by JOHN SCANLON
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ERPENTINE’s Derby provoked some interesting

comments in the racing press. Full marks go to Oisin

Murphy, who posted on social media a very fair

personal insight as to the race and how his horse, Kameko,

performed. No marks at all, however, go to Racing Post

‘tipster’, Tom Collins, who wrote: “Nothing got close to the

pacemaker, but English King was the one who caught my eye

back in the field. He ran on well under Frankie Dettori to pick

up minor prize-money and was arguably the best horse in the

field all things considered. He’ll make amends next time.”

He didn’t. I’d hate to be the one tasked with arguing

English King’s case!

S

UST at the end of the month, news came through

that Rab Havlin’s appeal against his 10-day ban for

careless riding on Swift Verdict at Yarmouth had

been successful. The Disciplinary Panel have said that full

written reasons will follow. I’m a great admirer of Rab,

whom I remember from his days at Cree Lodge, but he’ll

forgive me if I say I’m looking forward to exploring the

written reasons. I love a good mystery.
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